MARINELLA
S E N ATO R E

PALERMO PROCESSION
Manifesta12 Palermo

Palermo Procession
2018
Installation: banners, portraits
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Chiesa SS. Euno e Giuliano, Palermo as part of Manifest12
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession
2018
Installation: 4 banners, 2 monitors, 150 portraits, oil on paper
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Chiesa SS. Euno e Giuliano, Palermo as part of Manifest12
Photo Francesco Bellina

“Art can instigate small changes, when it starts
with respect and moderation,” said Marinella
Senatore, an Italian artist who assembles public
performances based on gestures of protest. On
Manifesta’s opening weekend, her “Palermo
Procession” saw 300 participants including
children, dancers, majorettes, and marginalized
groups like prostitutes and mentally ill people,
gathering at City Hall.
They marched, sang, and danced behind blind
residents of the city that Ms. Senatore chose as
parade leaders, snaking through the historical
center for four hours, picking up hundreds of

Manifesta visitors, tourists and rogue performers
along the way. It was joyous and loud and
empowering. “At the moment, the biggest issue,
politically, is to learn how to stay together,” Ms.
Senatore said. “The participants say we changed
the city that night.”
The performance and the exhibition as a whole
honor Palermo’s multilayered history, its
problems and its potential. But they also remind
us that coexistence can be celebrated, and
needn’t be feared.
by Kimberly Bradley from The New York Times

Palermo Procession
2018
Installation: banners, portraits
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Chiesa SS. Euno e Giuliano, Palermo as part of Manifest12
Photo Francesco Bellina

PALERMO PROCESSION
Palermo Procession
- TU TI LAMENTI MA CHI TI LAMENTI PIGGHIA LU BASTUNI E
TIRA FOR A LI DENTI
2018
Banner
cm 150 x 90
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession
PALERMO PROCESSION (PROCESSIONE RI PALIERMO)
2018
Banner: drawings on fabric
Mixed media
cm 100 x 70
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession
A CANUSCENZA È PUTIRI (KNOWLEDGE IS POWER)
2018
Banner
Mixed media
cm 50 x 70
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession - portraits
2018
Oil, acrylic and color pencil on cardboard
cm 35 x 50
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession
NUATRI SJAMO FIMMINI SJAMO FORTI (WE ARE WOMEN WE ARE STRONG) / INSIEME SJAMO ADDRITTA SPAITTITTI CÀREMU (UNITED
WE STAND DIVIDED WE FALL)
2018
2 banners
cm 40 x 40
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession
2018
Installation: Headphones, portraits, video single channel on monitor, sound
Photo Francesco Bellina

Palermo Procession - Puppets
2018
Variable dimensions
Puppets created by activists of Andala Association. Per il centro donna Zen, portrayed as the most relevant female
choreographers in the history.
Photo Francesco Bellina

PALERMO PROCESSION
Palermo Procession
2014
Performance at Manifesta12, Palermo
Production photographs
Photos by Andrea Samonà

PALERMO PROCESSION
Palermo Procession
2014
Performance at Manifesta12, Palermo
Production photographs
Photos by Andrea Samonà

Palermo Procession
2014
Performance at Manifesta12, Palermo
Production photographs
Photos by Francesco Bellina

PIAZZA
UNIVERSALE /
SOCIAL STAGES

Queens Museum, NYC

“Senatore’s work reveals the joyful, complex
and laborious interdependency that bonds the
most diverse communities that compose the
richness of our contemporary civic societies.
In such historical moment where exclusion
and the instrumental use of fear are at play in
the political realm, it is of pivotal importance
to reaffirm the artistic work as a practice for
assembling diversity and to always make new
sense out of it,”
M. Lucchetti

Speak Easy Archive
2009 - 2013
Installation: wall painting
Dimension determined by the space
Installation detail at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

Past the mouth, visitors encounter Speak
Easy, 2009. The musical, transformed here
into a video work, was a crowd-funded by
1,200 participants in Madrid that makes use
of the tropes from the golden age of American
movie musicals in order to come to terms
with the traumas of Franco’s dictatorship in
Spain (which consolidated power during the
same decades, the 1930s and 40s). Also in the
gallery are drawings and collages, attempts by
the artist to keep together the many narratives
springing from the participants, and unite
the everyday quality of storytelling with the
tragedy of history.

Piazza Universale/Social Stages - the entrance
2017
Installation: wood, painting, mixed media
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

Senatore’s art is characterized by public
participation. Everyone can take part in the
artist’s works, which simultaneously question
her role as an author and that of the public
as the receiver. Starting with the dialogue
between
individual
stories,
collective
cultures and social structures, Senatore
uses a broad spectrum of media: video,
drawing, performance, collage, installation,
photography, sound, painting and sculpture,
in order to let her projects, speak to multiple
publics and contexts.
`
Visitors enter the show through an amusement-

park-style woman’s mouth that draws from the
iconography of 19th and early 20th century
traveling fairs and amusement parks. The
mouth symbolizes that same rite of passage
that most of the participants in Senatore’s
work experience when they transition from
daily life into their roles as protagonists
in a public performance with hundreds of
professional and non-professional peers. The
choice of a Federico Fellini-like woman’s face
also reclaims the cinematic complexity of the
female figure, often trapped in conventional
roles and expectations, here signaling the
feminist nature of many of the works on view.

Speak Easy Archive
2009 - 2013
Installation view at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

In this exhibition, theatre piece MétallOpérette,
2016 is transformed into an installation for
the first time. An operetta composed by the
artist in collaboration with various groups
in Aubervilliers - a former industrial suburb
north of Paris where unemployment is
rampant among long-time and new immigrant
inhabitants - the performance revolves around
the contradictions of today’s post - industrial
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Modica Street Musical “luminarie”
2017
Installation: monitors, headphones, wall paintings, sound
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

Protest Forms
2017
Wall painting, UV paints 100 x 70 cm each, collages and lacquer
cm 800 x 400
Installation view at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

context and touches on the formation of
individuals as political subjects through the
process of class struggle.

Modica Street Musical
2016
Stills from video

Visitors will also experience the first museum
presentation of Modica Street Musical: The
Present, the Past and the Possible, 2016, a
performance in two acts and an intermezzo for
the public spaces of the Sicilian town of Modica.
This took place in the summer of 2016 thanks
to the enthusiastic engagement of more than
200 of its citizens. The town here is evoked by
elaborately wrought light structures usually
employed for civic and religious celebrations
in the south of Italy. Modica Street Musical
represents a space for reflection on the
musical as a mise-en-scène of the relationship
between spectacle and life, and the everyday
lives of its Modica protagonists. The three main
projects enter into a shared dramaturgy for
the Queens Museum, activated alternately by
colored lights and the sound of their original
scores, which guide the audience through an
experience of the artist’s diverse practice.

Overall, visitors experience an anticipation
typical of being backstage where one gets
access to artists’ areas, rehearsals, and
sound-checks while a unique and ungraspable
grand spectacle is prepared before your
eyes. From the writing of the subject, to the
filming, choreography, costume design, and
scenography, every piece has in fact a learning
potential for the participant/co-authors
who unite their own perspectives and skills
with Senatore’s training and background as
musician, director of photography, and visual
artist, in designing the entire experience.
A public performance will be held as part of
the exhibition opening, titled Protest Forms:
Memory and Celebration: Part II, which
takes place inside the museum and outside
in Flushing Meadows Corona Park, on April
9 at 4 PM. This performance involves 350
participants from a range of different creative
worlds. From spoken word artists and rappers
Modica Street Musical
to an Afro-Colombian bullerengue group to a 2016
LGBTQ symphonic band to a chorus made up Stills from video
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Protest Forms
2017
Installation: wallpaper, wall painting, banner, riso print drawings, paintings, uv print, video and led box
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Queens Museum, NYC
Photo Hai Zhang

Protest Forms: Memory and Celebration Part II
2017
Performance at Queens Museum, NY
Photo Stephanie Berger

of union members to representatives from
important activist groups such as Black Lives
Matter NYC, Protest Forms is dedicated to
the past and present civic struggles of New
York City communities. Queens Anthem, an
original music score composed by Emiliano
Branda, is based on an open call to Queens
residents to submit sonic memories of their
borough and the protest songs related to
their communities. It will premiere as part of
the larger performance. The thematic of the
performance is to explore the multifaceted
forms and rich legacies of protest in NYC and
across the United States, while also engaging
with joyful and ceremonial choreographies
of celebration, affiliation, empowerment,
and belonging. The artist articulates her long
term interest in the role that the collective
crowd, dance and music play into the
creation of temporary communities united in
demonstrating resistance.
Text by Matteo Lucchetti

Protest Forms
2017
Vinyl billboard
cm 800 x 400

York Symphony
York Art Gallery

“I see my art as a powerful agent of exchange.
I want to empower people and create new
communities through participation in the
creation of a new art work.”
Marinella Senatore

York Symphony
2017
Performance at the opening - featuring folk singer Jennifer Reid
On the back
York Storyline: 5 tattoo ink and charcoal on paper, cm 60 x 40 each, framed and wall painting
Installation view at York Art Gallery, York, UK
Photo David Chalmers

meeting and filming which the participating
groups. Senatore sees the act of taking part
as fundamental to the meaning of the whole
artwork.
The drawings and collages created by
Senatore for the exhibition refer to texts and
archival images found during her research and
discussions with the participants. Her monitor
videos use the language of graphic design
and performance to embody their ideas about
York’s past, present and future. Lyrics included
in the soundtrack were inspired by these
conversations and developed into the York
Symphony by the folk singer Jennifer Reid.

York Symphony
2017
Installation: wallpaper, 3 lacquer and acrylic on canvas
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at York Art Gallery, York, UK
Photo David Chalmers

Marinella Senatore was commissioned by
York Art Gallery to create new artworks that
celebrate the city and its people. Senatore’s
artistic practice is characterized by public
participation: everyone can take part in her
work. Well-known for her mass-participatory
parades through city centers in Europe and
America, Senatore takes inspiration from
public ceremonies and civic rituals, as well
as large-scale events, aware that these can
provide opportunities to generate social
change.

As with her other projects, Senatore’s work for
York began by collecting individual stories and
tracing connections between them and the
collective cultures and social structures of the
city. Using a range of media including video,
drawing and performance, her York Symphony
is in dialogue with the City Symphony film
genre of the 1920s, which sought to embody
the spirit of a city.
The project video is structured chronologically
in five acts which represent the stages of

York Symphony
2017
Installation views at York Art Gallery, York, UK
Photo David Chalmers

York Symphony is the first of York Art Gallery’s new Evelyn
Commissions, which were originally introduced in the
1950s and saw the creation of works including LS Lowry’s
Clifford’s Tower. York Symphony is a commission produced
in partnership with York Museums Trust, supported by a
York family through the Friends of York Art Gallery.

YORK SYMPHONY

York Symphony - monitor 1
2017
HD video, mute
1'52"
Still from video

York Symphony - monitor 2
2017
HD video, mute
2’38”
Still from video
York Symphony
2017
Installation: 3 monitors and 6 headphones
Installation view at York Art Gallery, York, UK
Photo David Chalmers

York Symphony - monitor 3
2017
HD video, stereo, color
3’
Still from video

YORK SYMPHONY
York Symphony
2017
Installation: 4k single channel projection, 25’
Installation view at York Art Gallery, York, UK
Photo David Chalmers

York Symphony
2017
HD video, stereo, color
25’
4 videos on 3 screens

YORK SYMPHONY
York Symphony
2014
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

YORK SYMPHONY
York Symphony - Score #2
2017
5 ink and charcoal on paper
cm 42 x 35 each, framed

YORK SYMPHONY

a

b

d

e

c
a

Curiosity of York #0
2017
Collage on archival book
Mixed media
cm 21,5 x 27

b Curiosity of York #1
2017
Collage on archival book, mixed media
cm 30 x 25 x 4
c

Curiosity of York #6
2017
Charcoal and acrylic on wooden box
cm 30 x 40 x 4

d Curiosity of York #0
2017
Collage on archival book
Mixed media
cm 21,5 x 27
e

Curiosity of York #5
2017
Charcoal and acrylic on wooden box
cm 20 x 15 x 4

YORK SYMPHONY
Curiosities of York
2017
Installation view detail
Mixed media on ledger paper
Various dimensions

Curiosities of York
2017
Performance at the opening - featuring folk singer Jennifer Reid and male
choir from York City
Photo David Chalmers

PROCESSION

Procession
2017
Sculpture: 120 led bulbs, wood, mixed media
cm 250 x 100
Installation view at Galeria Pedro Cera, Lisbon

Procession
2017
Installation: wall painting, sculpture and acrylic and lacquer on canvas
Installation view at Galeria Pedro Cera, Lisbon

Marinella Senatore’s artistic practice is
generally characterized by strong public
participation. With her performances
she creates the means to foster the
creative power of a crowd and initiating
a dialogue between history, culture and
social structures. Her work aims to be
experienced by everyone, inviting us
to create a participative work in which
everybody can play a role and where
the role of artist as author and public as
recipient can be rewritten. Senatore uses
a wide range of mediums, from video,
drawing,
performance,
installation,

photography,
sound,
painting
and
collage to sculpture. By creating new
possibilities for public involvement, the
local communities are involved in different
ways: residents share their skills and
expertise or achieve new ones, negotiating
with the artist to determine the part each
person would play in the project. The
projects sometimes encompass workshop
where the participants take on the roles
of non-professional scriptwriters,costume
designers, camera operators, set designers,
dancers etc. The idea of Procession, - the
title of our exhibition -, is linked to the artist

practice of performance. Processional
performances provide a framework for a
collective celebration and reflection on
community and creation. They are inspired
by public ceremonies, civil and religious
rituals as well as festivals and mass events,
interweaving this intangible heritage
with the format of the street musical.
Engaging with the poetics of urban space
and the experience of everyday city
life it also ponders the importance of
cultural communities amidst new urban
developments and tests the conditions
for the formation of new constituencies
that strive to harness the emancipatory
power of communal creative processes.
From cinema to theatre, passing through
choreography and music, - in order to
reflect on the political nature of collective

formations and on their impact on the
social history of places and communities
-, Senatore’s processions are focused on
systems of aggregation, social structures
and forms of protest by oppressed
minorities, to merge with the repertoires
of bands, groups and other collective
creations troupes composed by diverse
generations.
At our show, the static nature of the bidimensional works presented by the artist, is
balanced by the compositions that address
to action. Ideals of feminism, workers’
rights or universal rights to education and
emancipation, are represented throughout
the canvases, either by political slogans,
songs of resistance or body action at
demonstrations.

PROCESSION

Top:
There is more than one way to be
a patriot
2017
Wallpaper
8 x 4 mt
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 150 x 200
Installation view at Art Basel 2017
Below:
The time is now
2017
Wallpaper
8 x 4 mt
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 150 x 200
Installation view at Art Basel 2017

Procession
2017
Installation: wallpaper, acrylic and lacquer on canvas
Installation view at Andrew Keeps Gallery, New York

PROCESSION

Because of sadness there is poetry
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 200 x 150

Remember the first time you saw your name
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 30 x 40 each
Triptych paintings

a
b
c
d

e
f
g
h

PROCESSION

PROCESSION

i

l

k

j

a

Slow walk
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

f Procession
2017
Collage and mixed media on canvas
cm 110 x 80

k

Strike against years of bad treatment
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

b

There is more than one way to be a patriot
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

g

l

The time is now
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 200 x 150

c

Stage as a social platform
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

h I hope something great happens to you
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

d

Sisters be strong
2017
Collage and mixed media on canvas
cm 70 x 50

i

Labor Day Parade March
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 150 x 100

e

Labor day march parade
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

j

Play
2017
Acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

m

Colegio is for todos
2017
Silk print and acrylic on canvas
cm 150 x 100

m

Because of sadness there is dance
2017
Collage, acrylic and lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70

Protest Forms
Glossy lacquer on canvas mounted on wooden panel
cm 40 x 40 x 40 each, thickness 4 cm (TBC)

a

b

c

a

The School of Narrative Dance #1
Lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70 x 4

b

The School of Narrative Dance #2
Lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70 x 4

c

The School of Narrative Dance #3
Lacquer on canvas
cm 50 x 30 x 4

d Protest Forms #1
Lacquer on canvas
cm 50 x 30 x 4

d

e

f

e

Protest Forms #2
Lacquer on canvas
cm 50 x 30 x 4

e

Protest Forms #3
Lacquer on canvas
cm 100 x 70 x 4

The School of Narrative Dance: Dance First, Think Later
2018
Collage and acrylic on vegetable cardboard
cm 29 x 21 each

Parades: Brass Band
2018
Collage, brass band music scores from last century, drawing, acrylic and mixed media
cm 50 x 70 each

Parades: Brass Band
2018
Collage, brass band music scores from last century, drawing, acrylic and mixed media
cm 50 x 70 each

Parades: Brass Band
2018
Collage, brass band music scores from last century, drawing, acrylic and mixed media
cm 50 x 70 each

Procession Mass meeting
2018
Collage, brass band
music scores from last
century, drawing, acrylic
and mixed media
cm 50 x 70

Protest forms: Dance
against the Police
2018
Collage, brass band
music scores from last
century, drawing, acrylic
and mixed media
cm 50 x 70

MODICA STREET MUSICAL

Modica Street Musical
2017
Installation: 6 monitor, luminarie (200 led bulbs); cm 259 x 295, wood, headphones, mixed media
Installation view at Liste 2017

Modica Street Musical – The Present, the
Past and the Possible, a musical travelling
around the city of Modica, with two acts
and an intermezzo, curated by Matteo
Lucchetti. The musical is entirely composed
and interpreted with the collaboration of
over a hundred inhabitants of Modica and
the surrounding area.
Modica
Street
Musical ambitiously
weaves together some of the formats
used by Senatore in the past – from the
cinema set to theatre production, going
through the school of narrative dance
for amateurs – in order to reflect on the
political nature of collective formations
and their impact on the social history of

places and communities. Forms of protest
by oppressed minorities re-emerge from
the past of Sicily in the guise of music,
choreographies and storytelling, to merge
with the repertoires of bands, groups and
other collective creation troupes composed
of younger generations. The exchange
between the legacy and the present is built
through a new popular vocabulary that
brings the musical back to its origins: a
19th-century North American society show
genre for lower classes. Migrants, coming
from the most diverse origins, found that
this genre offered the chance to lend
form to a theatre of rebellion that could
speak emphatically to the biggest number
of people, creating inclusion, avoiding

Modica Street Musical
2016
Installation: drawings, wallpapers, photography, risographs and collages
Installation view at Galleria LAVERONICA, Modica, IT

The musical is used as a vessel for the
aspirations, desires and transformations
of a social body fragmented into its various
components, which in the space of an
evening begin to dialogue with each other
through music and shared theatre to draw
in an entire city.
Divided into three parts, the work
devotes Act I to the Present, catalyzing the
action around the church of San Giovanni
in Modica Alta, where dozens of formations
will create a multifaceted performance
with the intent of offering a sounding
board to those who locally turn their
energies to forming the new generations
through music, dance and other activities.

It is a great fresco of the city’s cultural
liveliness, paying special attention to
what brings people together and spawns a
transitory community composed of people
from very different walks of life. Following
a crier, a typical figure of popular theatre,
the crowd of performers and spectators
will descend towards the church of San
Giorgio for the Intermezzo dedicated to the
Past. At this juncture, the past is evoked
with a specific and limited function: not
as a cumbersome and inhibiting legacy
of alternative scenarios to the present,
but in its capacity to bear witness to the
evolutions of the social fabric through the
historical transformations of such a unique
territory in the Sicilian ecosystem: what

MODICA STREET MUSICAL
Modica Street Musical
2017
Installation view: monitors, headphones, wall paintings, sound
Installation view at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

Modica Street Musical
2016
Installation: collages and drawings
Installation view at Galleria LAVERONICA, Modica, IT

higher cultural codes, and articulating
ideas of emancipation and common
good among working-class people. In
the same way, the Modica Street Musical
seamlessly juxtaposes classical music
pieces and pop songs, engaged theatre
and entertainment, mass movements and
ballet choreographies.

Modica Street Musical “luminarie”
2017
Installation view at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

Modica Street Musical is also inspired by
public ceremonies, the civil and religious
rituals of the Italian tradition, and festivals
and mass events, interweaving this
intangible heritage with the format of the
street musical. The choice of this kind of
performance lends itself to reflections on
the system of Western musical notation
and its political implications, but it also
gives space to the stories and leading
players of the various artistic communities
that animate Modica and it yields an image
of the historical complexity of the area’s
associations, composed of workers’ circles,
bands, choruses and new social groups.

was once known as the County of Modica.
As Italian writer Leonardo Sciascia explains,
this is a territory where the penetration of
the Mafia came to a halt due to the area’s
difficult orography and the presence of
a proto-bourgeoisie that mitigated the
class conflicts and differences that were
so powerful throughout the rest of the
island. A choice of stories, anecdotes
and significant local historical events
will be recited in the gardens under the
church – by direct and indirect witnesses
(storytellers, sign language interpreter,
anarchists, among others) of those
episodes – while on the parvis there will
be a tableau vivant representing Modica’s
social body, as if those movements were a
direct consequence of the overlap of the
stories being told.
Act II is the final act and focuses on the
Possible, chosen as an alternative category
to the future, underscoring the need
for tangible actions that will stem from

Modica Street Musical.
2016
The past, the present and the possible - Storyboard, 2016
Pencil on paper
cm 50 x 35

MODICA STREET MUSICAL
Musicians will be heard
2016
Collage and acrylic archive material on vegetable
cardboard
cm 70 x 50 cm, framed

Remember the first time you saw your name
2016
Collage, acrylic and golden ink archive material on vegetable
cardboard
cm 70 x 50 cm, framed

Workers Union Brass Band
2016
Collage, graphite, golden ink and Chinese pencil archive
material on vegetable cardboard
cm 70 x 50 cm, framed

The New Feminism
2016
Collage, acrylic and golden ink archive material on vegetable
cardboard
cm 70 x 50 cm, framed

recognition of the existent and informed
by the careful reading of what has been.
Senatore thus invited the Italian composer
Emiliano Branda to write a soundtrack about
Modica, starting with materials collected
through a request made to residents in
June to send in all the sounds, memories
and citations that, in their minds, form the
sonorous backdrop of the city. The result is
an original suite that illustrates the city and
its potential, which will be performed for
the first time in the final section heading
to the staircase of the church of San Pietro
in Modica Bassa, while cinematic artificial
snow will create a Fellini-like end to the
show. The linchpin and grand finale of Act
II, the Modica soundtrack is the legacy that
Marinella Senatore’s public work is leaving

to the population that so generously chose
to participate in a musical about them
and that would project to the outside the
complexity of being together and forming
a community today.

relationship between spectacle and life,
based on the continuity existing between
music and the everyday lives of the local
protagonists. A series of wallpapers,
hanging in the gallery, portray movement
in public space as an act of individual and
collective affirmation: a political gesture
that embodies protest, joy, discontent and
social claims. The thousands of people
who participated in Senatore’s works over
the past ten years are celebrated here as
the human matter from which the artist
took inspiration in developing her graphic,
pictorial and photographic work installed
in the gallery. Emancipation and equality
are the common trajectories towards which
every form of activism aims, and every
work on show highlights several cases and

causes – like Black Lives Matter, feminist
movements and marching bands on strike
– in which communities shaped through
music, dance, spectacle or protest are able
to generate a potential for social change.

Throughout the work on the musical,
the space of the gallery was transformed
into a workshop open to participants and
anyone who wanted to use it to make
proposals and intervene in the dramaturgy
of the work. The resulting exhibition is
thus a space in which the artist’s previous
works and new productions appear as
documents and reference materials for the
planning of the Modica Street Musical, as
well as representing a space for reflection
on the musical as a mise-en-scène of the

Text by Matteo Lucchetti

MODICA STREET MUSICAL
Teatro Contadino - June 28/2010
2016
Collaborative painting on canvas
cm 70 x 50

Modica Street Musical - Screen 3
2016
6 channel 4k video installation, 16:9, sound, color
1'22"
Stills from video

Protest Dance
2016
Charcoal and graphite on paper
cm 70 x 100, framed

Modica Street Musical - Screen 4
2016
6 channel 4k video installation, 16:9, sound, color
3'18"
Stills from video

Modica Street Musical - Screen 5
2016
6 channel 4k video installation, 16:9, sound, color
1'42"
Stills from video

Modica Street Musical - Screen 6
2016
6 channel 4k video installation, 16:9, sound, color
5'52"
Stills from video

MODICA STREET MUSICAL
Exploring new ways of moving while forming new elective communities in the process
2016
Risograph prints
cm 42 x 30, framed

MODICA STREET MUSICAL
Modica Street Musical - Storyline
2017
Tattoo ink, charcoal, mixed media on paper
cm 60 x 40 each, framed

PROTEST BIKE

Protest Bike
2016
Chopper bike, megaphones, sound, flags, mixed media
Installation view at Mostyn, Llandudno, UK

Protest Bike
2016
Chopper bike, megaphones, sound, flags, mixed media
Installation view at Extra City Kunsthal, Antwerpen

The Protest Bike is conceived as both an
installation and a public intervention,
launched in Paris in 2016. Voicing ‘the
complaint’ is the focus of the project,
as a universal phenomenon that could
be organized in any city. Citizens are
welcome to use the bike for personal or
choral public protest without cultural or

thematic limit, an open platform offering
alternative forms of public demonstration
and action. Any slogan or lament can be
shouted, declaimed or simply recounted
while cycling on the Protest Bike also
understood as an act of physical effort that
underlines the participant’s will to express
themselves.

Protest Bike
2016
Chopper bike, megaphones, sound, flags, mixed media
Installation view at Centre RECOLLETS, Paris

PROTEST BIKE
Protest Bike
2016
Installation: monitor and headphones
Installation view at Extra City Kunsthal, Antwerpen

Protest Bike
2016
HD Video, sound, color, 2’:39”
Stills from video

SPEAK EASY

Speak Easy
2013
Installation: HD video projection on forex panel 15’ 30”, monitor black & white video, mute, 3’
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

Speak Easy
2017
Installation: wallpapers, monitor, headphones, chairs, collages, , LED display, drawings and tables
Installation view at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

Participants took an active hand in the creative
process from its very first stages: the original
screenplay was conceived and written by a
neighborhood association from the outskirts of
Madrid and by hundreds of students from the
Complutense University.

costumes and prepare themselves for each role
of the production. Radio stations, free press,
social networks and works-of-mouth publicized
the “1€ para ser Production” fundraising
campaign, which got over 1200 citizens to
pitch in. By donating 1 euro, they became the
project’s producers, actively taking part in its
They all worked in concert with retired most important meetings.
carpenters, local seamstresses, craftsmen
and professional actors to build the set, make Produced by 1200 citizens of Madrid.

Speak Easy
2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard, cm 50 x70 and cm 100 x 70
Installation view at Castello Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

SPEAK EASY
Speak Easy Archive
2009-2013
Drawings on paper Din A4 and A3, painting on canvas, collages on music paper on Din A3
3 tables (cm 124 x 92 x 91.5 each) designed by the artist in collaboration with Assemble Studio, London
Installation views at MOT International, London

SPEAK EASY
Speak Easy
2017
Installation: wallpaper on wooden panel, chairs, monitor, 2 headphones, LED display
Installation view at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

Speak Easy - Director‘s cut
2009
Single channel HD video projection on forex screen
15’30”
Stills from video

SPEAK EASY
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Speak Easy Collage #1
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

e

Speak Easy Collage #4
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

i

Speak Easy Collage #17
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

m

Speak Easy Collage #77
2009 - 2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

b

Speak Easy Collage #98
2009 - 2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

f

Speak Easy Collage #39
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

j

Speak Easy Collage #40
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

n

Speak Easy Collage #95
2009 - 2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

c

Speak Easy Collage #73
2009 - 2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

g

Speak Easy Collage #81
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

k

Speak Easy Collage #72
2009 - 2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

o

Speak Easy Collage #97
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 100 x 70 each, framed

d

Speak Easy Collage #3
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

h

Speak Easy Collage #6
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

l

Speak Easy Collage #27
2009-2013
Collage, painting and mixed media on vegetable cardboard
cm 50 x 70 each, framed

HOW DO U KILL THE CHEMIST

How do u kill the chemist - Storyboard
2009
Charcoal on paper
cm 40 x 30 each, framed

How do u kill the chemist
2009
Installation: drawings - bic pen on paper and charcoal on paper
Installation view at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

How Do U Kill the Chemist portrays a series of
real events that happened in NY State in the
Fifties. Groups of rappers from Harlem took part
as both actors and scriptwriters, while residents
of Hudson City were involved as non direct
witnesses of the narrated events.
Produced thanks to the Fellowship of the Dena
Foundation, Paris.

How do u kill the chemist - Script
2009
Bic pen on paper
cm 130 x 45, framed

HOW DO U KILL THE CHEMIST
How Do U Kill the Chemist - Portraits
2009
20 C-Prints on paper
cm 60 x 40 each, framed
Installation view at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

How Do U Kill the Chemist - The Story
2009
SD video, 4:3, color, sound
8’10”
Stills from video

MÉTALLOPÉRETTE
March 26th 2016

MétallOpérette
2017
Installation: wallpaper, 5 drawings, sculpture, neon light, single channel project, stereo, 25’
Dimension determined by the space
Installation view at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

L’ÉCOLE DE MARINELLA SENATORE has been at written by dozens of citizens of Aubervilliers
Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers (Paris, FR) for a and Paris, the story is based on the former
three-month period.
factory that is currently the building occupied
by Les Laboratories d‘Aubervilliers. Several
The School open to everybody and free of main characters (union delegates, workers,
charge, regardless of age or previous experiences shareholders, etc.) are staged in the context
offered the opportunity to share knowledge and of social tension created by a series of strikes
learn, and to take part in creating an Operette. launched in 1966 after the announcement
of the imminent closing of the factory. The
MétallOpérette is a musical piece created narrative plot is focused on the trade union and
collaboratively with all the participants, cultural heritage of Aubervilliers as a symbol
teachers and students ranging in age from 6 to of a resistance still alive. MétallOpérette uses
98 years old. Most of the workshops and lessons different live show formats - from experimental
were proposed by participants themselves; they and political theater to Opera, through to dance
trained and educated themselves in lighting, as a form to replay individual and collective
dance, costume, script, set design, make up bodies - to crack systems and fixed structures
and other activities. Based on real events and while bringing forth other perspectives.

MétallOpérette
2017
Installation details
Variable dimension
Installation views at Queens Museum
Photo Hai Zhang

MÉTALLOPÉRETTE
MétallOpérette
2016
France
Piece in two Acts and Overture
25’
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper, framed
cm 80 x 105
Produced by Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers, Paris
with the participation of 250 citizens from Aubervilliers, Pantin, Saint Denis and Paris

MÉTALLOPÉRETTE
MétellOpérette Studio
2016
Mixed media on Crystalene Prepared paper 100% rag
cm 27,9 x 43,2

MétallOpérette
2016
Piece in 2 two Acts and Overture
Single channel 4k video projector, color, stereo
25’
Stills from video

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Rivoli
October 2013 - February 2014

The School of Narrative Dance: Little Chaos #1
2013
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper, framed
cm 160 x 300
Produced by Musei Civici and Comune of Cagliari, IT
The School of Narrative Dance: Ongoing Documentary, 2013-2015
Link to video:
https://vimeo.com/267381345

In 2013 Marinella Senatore founded The School
of Narrative Dance, focused on the idea of
storytelling as an experience that can be
explored choreographically, on non-hierarchical
learning, self-training and the creation of an
active citizenship through informal education.
Nomadic and free of charge, the School takes
different forms depending on the spaces
it temporarily occupies, and proposes an
alternative system of education, based on
emancipation, inclusion, and self-cultivation.

their skills or achieve new ones, building new
groups and ideas of community. To date, the
School‘s projects – produced by Institutions,
Museums and Foundations – have been
developed in several countries in Europe and
US, with the involvement of political activists,
scholars, artisans, illiterate people, students,
housewives, musicians, writers, worker unions,
retired, teachers, feminist choirs and Alpines.

The work uses dance as a common
language through which to celebrate the
The School offers a wide range of classes vernacular, amateur, and professionally
in subjects such as literature, oral history, trained gestures of the participants.
carpentry, art history, crafts, photography,
arithmetic, drama, choreography, cinematic The School of Narrative Dance, Cagliari (IT)
language, etc., encouraging individuals to share March 2013

The School of Narrative Dance
2014
Installation: Dance floor 4,50 x 10 mt, 5 DVD players, 5 monitors, wall painting, mixed media
Installation views at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Rivoli
October 2013 - February 2014

The School of Narrative Dance - Rivoli Parade
2014
Video on DVD, sound color
12’
Final performance of the exhibition at Castello di Rivoli, Turin

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Rivoli (IT)
October 2013 - February 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Rivoli Parade
2014
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed
Final performance of the exhibition at Castello di Rivoli, Turin

The School of Narrative dance
2013
5 tutorials on DVD, color, sound
3 mins each
Stills from video

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
May - September 2014
Winner of MAXXI Prize 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
2014
Classroom designed in collaboration with Assemble Studio, London
Wood, sand, towers, fabric, dance mats, mixed media
Dimension determined by the space
Installation views at Maxxi Museum, Rome

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
May - September 2014
Winner of MAXXI Prize 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
2014
Production photographs
(lessons in the temporary classroom installed in the plaza of the Museum)

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
May - September 2014
Winner of MAXXI Prize 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
2014
Final performance at MAXXI Museum, Rome
Production photographs

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
May - September 2014
Winner of MAXXI Prize 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Roma
2014
Classroom designed in collaboration with Assemble Studio, London
Mixed media
Variable dimension
Installation views at Maxxi Museum, Rome

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Ecuador
March 2014

The School of Narrative Dance, Ecuador
2014
Public performance produced by Bienal de Cuenca (EC)
Production photograph

The School of Narrative Dance, Ecuador
2014
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed
Public performance produced by Bienal de Cuenca, EC

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Sweden
July - August 2013

The School of Narrative Dance: Ongoing Documentary
2013 - 2015
HD Video, sound, color
27’
Stills from video

The School of Narrative Dance, Sweden
2014
7 drawings on paper (variable dimensions, framed), monitor, banner
Installation views at Kunst Halle, St. Gallen
Photo Gunnar Meier

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Sweden
July - August 2013

The School of Narrative Dance, Sweden
2014
Charcoal on paper
Various dimensions

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance: Dance Die Große, Ebensee (A)
(A Folk Archive in motion)
Festival der Regionen, Schichtwechsel – Hackeln in Ebensee
19 – 28 June 2015

The School of Narrative Dance: Die Große Parade
2015
Public Parade, Ebensee (A)
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Venice Parade
11 August 2015

The School of Narrative Dance, Venice Parade
2015
Public Parade produced within the framework of “ The Night Art made the Future Visible”
- The Creative Time Summit: The Curriculum at the Biennale of Art, Venice 2015
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

The School of Narrative Dance, Venice Parade
2015
Public Parade produced within the framework of “ The Night Art made the Future Visible”
- The Creative Time Summit: The Curriculum at the Biennale of Art, Venice 2015
Production photographs

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, New York Procession
13 November 2015

The School of Narrative Dance, New York Procession
2015
Public Procession produced within the framework of “Visible on the High Line Making Collaborations”
- The Creative Time Summit: The Curriculum NYC, Highline, NYC
Production photographs

THE SCHOOL OF NARRATIVE DANCE

The School of Narrative Dance, Zurich
1 September 2017

The School of Narrative Dance, Zurich
2017
Public Parade at Kunsthaus Zurich
Production photographs

ROSAS

Rosas - Opera in 3 Acts
2012
Installation:3 HD videos 23’, 35’, 20’ each, 10 Hantarex monitors (7 mute, 3 sound), 10 DVD players, 3 headphones
Installation views at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

Rosas is an Opera for the screen in three Acts
made by 20.000 participants: Perfect Lives,
The Attic and Public Opinion Descends upon
the Demonstrators, respectively produced in
Berlin, Derby (UK) and Madrid. Working with
local association, schools, individuals and selforganized groups, professionals and amateurs,
who contributed to every step of its production,
from writing the original Libretto to directing
the final film.

The trilogy is made in German, English and
Spanish, as well as English and Spanish Sign
Languages. The artist left sets and technical
equipment at the disposal of the local
communities, encouraging further spontaneous
contribution.
Produced by Künstlerhaus Bethanien (Berlin),
QUAD (Derby, UK) and Matadero (Madrid).

ROSAS
Rosas - Opera in 3 Acts
2012
Installation:3 HD videos 23’, 35’, 20’ each, 10 Hantarex monitors (7 mute, 3 sound), 10 DVD players, 3 headphones
Installation views at Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen, CH
Photo Gunnar Meier
Produced by Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin;
Quad, Derby (UK) and Matadero, Madrid
Link to videos:
(ACT 1; ACT 2; ACT 3) with english soft-subtitles for deaf people
ROSAS - The Trilogy
Link to video:
https://vimeo.com/50382873

ROSAS
Rosas: Public opinion descends upon the demonstrators
2012
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

ROSAS
Rosas: The Attic
2012
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

ROSAS
Rosas: Perfect Lives
2012
Fine Art Print on Hahnemühle paper
cm 80 x 105, framed

Rosas Map
2012
Drawing - Pencil and sharpie on PVC
cm 210 x 300

ROSAS MOVIE SET | ROSAS TEA BAR

Rosas - Movie Set
2012
Wood, Fresnel lamps 2000W, 500W, 650W, fog machine, dance bars, mirrors
Dimensions determined by the space
Installation view at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

Rosas - Movie Set
2012
Wood, Fresnel lamps 2000W, 500W, 650W, fog machine, dance bars, mirrors
Dimensions determined by the space
Installation view at Castello di Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

Rosas - Movie Set and Rosas - Tea Bar come into
being as parts of Rosas and today are proposed
as autonomous works and present themselves
the first as an actual production set defined by
plasterboard walls, mirrors, dance bars, cinema
lighting, and a professional movie camera.
Here one may make films, photographs, dance
sessions, or stage other performances with
the possibility of recording them. Available to

visitors, who may book use of the set through
the Museums and Institutions hosting it, Rosas Movie Set exemplifies Senatore’s idea of a work
as an open platform, within which the artist’s
role is to unleash production processes, like
in the case of Rosas - Tea Bar, offering people
the opportunity to express their own individual
creativity, socialize, and have fun.

Rosas - Movie Set
2012
Installation: wood, Fresnel lamps 2000W, 500W, 650W, fog machine, dance bars, mirrors
Dimensions determined by the space
Installation view at BOZAR, Brussels

ROSAS MOVIE SET | ROSAS TEA BAR
Rosas - Tea Bar
2012
Neon, wood, monitor with video
Variable dimension
Installation views at ABC – Art Berlin Contemporary 2015
Photo Hans-Georg Gaul

ESTMAN DRAMA ARADIO

ESTMAN RADIO DRAMA

Estman Radio Drama
2011
Desk, chair, radio, 4 CD players, 4 headphones, texts and archival photographs
Dimensions determined by the space
Installation view at Biennale of Venice Illuminations (2011)

Written and performed by 500 former factory
workers from Marghera (Venice, Italy) in
collaboration with students from the Venetian
Universities, the radio play in 4 chapters was
broadcasted by 75 Italian radios (including
national networks and Italian language radios
abroad) during the entire 54th Biennial of Venice.

Estman Radio Drama
2011
Painted wood wall, desk, chair, radio, 4 CD players, 4 headphones and texts
Dimensions determined by the space
Installation views at Castello Rivoli, Turin
Photo Renato Ghiazza

Students of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music
and Drama of Glasgow, performed the English
version.
Produced by 54th
ILLUMINATIONS.

Biennial

of

Venice,

ESTMAN DRAMA ARADIO
Estman Radio Drama
2011
Production photographs
Recording session at Radio Ca’ Foscari, Venice
Broadcast by 74 networks from north to south Italy
In the image: workers from Marghera writing and recording the radio play

ESTMAN RADIO

Podcast Radio Station
www.estmanradio.com

Estman Radio
2014
Recording studio details
Variable dimension
Installation view at Kunst Halle St. Gallen, CH
Photo Gunnar Meier

Estman Radio
2014
Recording studio details
Variable dimension
Installation view at Kunst Halle St. Gallen, CH
Photo Gunnar Meier

Estman Radio is an online radio open to the
public who can share sounds and opinions.
On the platform participants send radio plays,
debates, interviews, lectures, music, scripts,
sound art, noises, stories and ideas. Launched
at Kunst Halle of St. Gallen (CH) Estman Radio is

an ongoing and itinerant project also hosted by
Museums and Institutions as a recording station
available to the public to perform live.

www.estmanradio.com

Estman Radio
2015
Recording studio details
Variable dimension
Installation view at Palais De Toyko, Paris

ESTMAN RADIO
Estman Radio
2011 - 2014
Preparatory drawings: marker pen on paper
cm 30 x 40

NUI SIMU (THAT’S US)

NUI SIMU
2011
HD video, stereo
15’
Variable dimension
Installation view at Premio Furla. Palazzo Pepoli, Bologna

Conceived by thirty illiterate retired miners
from the Sicilian town of Enna in collaboration
with students from the University of Catania,
the project was an open workshop for one
month, where participants took on the roles of
non-professional actors, costume designers,
camera operators, set designers, etc. The local
community was involved in different ways:
residents shared their skills and expertise

(i.e., bakers offered free catering for the entire
crew, taxi drivers provided transportations for
free, local hairdressers prepared actors for the
shooting every day), negotiating with the artist
the role they would have played in the project.

Produced by Riso Museum, Palermo (IT), showed
at 54th Biennial of Venice, ILLUMINATIONS.

Nui Simu (That’s us)
2010
Single channel HD video, stereo, color
15‘
Stills from video

